Significance of slow wave sleep: considerations from a clinical viewpoint.
Previous experimental observations, almost exclusively carried out with young healthy subjects, have been interpreted as showing a particular restorative role for human slow wave sleep (SWS). This article considers whether findings from polygraphic sleep studies in patients and elderly subjects lead to similar inferences about the meaning or "function" of SWS. The question was approached in three different ways: (a) by presenting results from a long-term study in elderly subjects whose SWS data were correlated with baseline medical and psychometric findings and with 5-year follow-up results; (b) by correlating nonmanipulated wake-time during days with parameters of SWS on subsequent nights in a group of 30 demented inpatients undergoing 72-h continuous sleep-wake recording; (c) by reviewing and comparing published polygraphic sleep studies for a number of psychiatric conditions. None of these three approaches provided unequivocal evidence for a clinically significant role for SWS. Reasons for the different outcome of SWS studies in young experimental subjects and clinical populations are discussed.